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Abstract. The effect of optical illumination on lateral
Double-Drift Region (DDR) structure of Silicon Impact
Avalanche Transit Time (IMPATT) device is investigated in
this paper. The device is designed to operate at mm-wave
W-band frequency. The optical modulation of DC and RF
properties of lateral DDR IMPATT device is studied by
a simulation technique which incorporates the dependence
of normalized difference of photocurrent density at the
depletion layer edges on the intensity of optical illumination and surface density of photon flux. The simulation results are compared with those obtained for a conventional
vertical DDR Si IMPATT structure under similar optical
and electrical operating conditions. The results show that
the optical control is more effective in lateral IMPATT
structure than in its vertical counterpart as regards reduction of output power and shifting of optimum frequency.
When light is incident on hole drift layer of the lateral
structure the output power reduces by 18.7% while the
optimum frequency shifts upwards by 2.48%. Under similar conditions the power reduces by 10.9% and optimum
frequency shifts upwards by 0.75% in vertical structure.
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1. Introduction
Impact Avalanche Transit Time (IMPATT) device
has emerged as the most suitable solid-state source to generate sufficiently high power in microwave, millimeterwave and terahertz frequencies [1-4]. Various types of
vertical IMPATT structures like mesa, planar and distributed etc. have been reported [5-7], in which the contact and
drift regions are stacked perpendicular to the substrate
surface. The major disadvantage of vertical orientation is
the difficulty in coupling optical energy into the active
region of the device. Integration of vertical IMPATT
structure in monolithic circuits is also difficult. Moreover
series combination of these devices in power combiner
circuits requires special technological skill. The above

problems can be resolved if the vertical IMPATT structures
are replaced by lateral ones since the planar lateral
IMPATT structure has the inherent advantages of monolithic integration and series combination. Stabile et al. [8]
reported two types of fabrication schemes (diffused and
buried geometry) for lateral Single-Drift Region (SDR)
p+-n-n+ structure of IMPATT diodes and measured their
RF characteristics up to a frequency of 17.4 GHz. Later
Attar et al. [9-12] realized lateral SDR IMPATT diode in
0.18 μm standard complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology so that the device can operate
up to 77 GHz. These results establish the fact that lateral
IMPATT structure is highly suitable for RF power generation at microwave and millimeter-wave frequency bands.
Further light energy of appropriate wavelength incident on
the active region of IMPATT devices leads to various optical control functions such as modulation of RF power,
frequency tuning and injection locking [13-28]. The optical
control provides additional control over normal electronic
control and is of considerable research interest in view of
its application in optoelectronic integrated circuits and
phased array antennas for space based communication and
imaging. The physical mechanism underlying the above
control functions is the enhancement of leakage current
entering in a photo-illuminated reverse biased IMPATT
device.
The theoretical and experimental studies on optical
control have been carried out on the conventional vertical
structure of SDR or DDR IMPATT devices. The authors
proposed a novel lateral DDR IMPATT structure (Fig. 1)
in an earlier paper [29] in which the contact layers (p+- and
n+-layers) and drift layers (p- and n-epitaxial layers) are
adjacent to the substrate surface. Light energy can be very
easily coupled to either p- or n-drift layers of the lateral
DDR structure through tiny holes created on the SiO2
layer. The lateral DDR IMPATT structure shown in Fig. 1
can be fabricated by using standard CMOS technology
[29]. So far as the authors’ knowledge is concerned, no
theoretical or experimental investigation is available in
published literature on the optical control properties of
lateral DDR IMPATTs. The authors have made an attempt
in this paper to study the optical modulation of RF properties of proposed lateral and conventional vertical structures
of IMPATTs. Simulation study is carried out to investigate
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the optical control performance of lateral DDR Si IMPATT
device designed to operate at 94 GHz window frequency at
W-band. Two different optical illumination configurations
are considered in this study. In one configuration the
photocurrent is electron dominated while in the other the
photocurrent is hole dominated. Similar study has been
carried out on a vertical DDR Si IMPATT device under
same optical and electrical operating conditions at W-band
for the sake of comparison.

Fig. 1. Lateral DDR IMPATT structure.

2. Material Parameters and Design
Methodology
In this section the material parameters of the base
semiconductor material (silicon) and the design methodology of 94 GHz DDR IMPATT device is briefly discussed.
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field maximum simulation technique reported earlier [34].
The doping parameters and corresponding structural parameters are adjusted till the simulated electric field profile
just punches through the depletion layers Wn, Wp corresponding to the design frequency, fd at a particular biasing
current density, J0. A small-signal simulation method described in [35] is used to find out the high frequency admittance and negative resistance properties of the device.
This method is based on Gummel-Blue approach [36]. The
optimum frequency fp corresponding to the peak negative
conductance Gp is determined from the simulated admittance characteristics of the device. If the magnitude of fp
differs very much from fd, the value of J0 is varied and the
computer simulation program is run till the value of fp is
nearly equal to the value of fd. The bias current density, J0
is thus fixed for a particular design frequency. Realistic
doping profile for flat profile DDR IMPATT diode has
been used in the present analysis. The doping profile at the
interface of epitaxy and substrate (i.e. n+n-interface) is
approximated to be error function. The doping profile near
the p+p-interface is made realistic by suitable exponential
function. The structural and doping parameters of DDR Si
IMPATTs designed for operation at 94 GHz are listed in
Tab. 1.
Wn
(μm)

Wp
(μm)

ND
(×1023 m-3)

NA
(×1023 m-3)

Nn+, Np+
(×1026 m-3)

0.3200

0.3000

1.450

1.650

1.0

Tab. 1. Design parameters.

2.1 Material Parameters
The realistic field dependence of ionization rates (αn,
αp) and drift velocities (vn, vp) of charge carriers and other
material parameters such as bandgap (Eg), intrinsic carrier
concentration (ni), effective density of states of conduction
and valance bands (Nc, Nv), diffusion coefficients (Dn, Dp),
mobilities (μn, μp) and diffusion lengths (Ln, Lp) of Si at
realistic junction temperature of 500 K are taken from the
recently published experimental reports [30-32].

2.2 Design Methodology
The frequency of operation of an IMPATT device essentially depends on the transit time (τT) of charge carriers
to cross the depletion layer of the device. IMPATT devices
having double-drift n+-n-p-p+ structure are first designed
for a particular frequency (fd) from the transit time formula
of Sze and Ryder [33] given by Wn,p = 0.37 vsn,sp/fd; where
Wn,p is the width of n- and p-drift region, and vsn,sp is the
saturation drift velocity of electrons, holes respectively.
Here n+- and p+-layers are highly doped layers whose
doping concentrations are taken to be Nn+ = Np+ = 1026 m-3.
The background doping concentrations of n- and p-depletion regions (ND, NA) are initially chosen according to the
design frequency, fd. The design frequency is taken to be
94 GHz at W-band in the present simulation study. Using
the above design doping and structural parameters the
electric field profile is obtained from a double-iterative

3. Proposed Analysis Model
One-dimensional model of reverse biased n+-n-p-p+
lateral DDR IMPATT structure, shown in Fig. 2 is used to
simulate the DC and high frequency properties of the device under optical illumination. The physical phenomena
take place in the semiconductor bulk along the symmetry
axis of the DDR IMPATT devices. Thus the one-dimensional model of IMPATT devices considered in this work
is justified.

3.1 DC and High Frequency Simulation
The DC electric field and normalized current density
profiles in the depletion layer of the device are obtained
from simultaneous numerical solution of fundamental device equations such as Poisson’s equation, combined carrier continuity equation, current density equations and
mobile space charge equation subject to appropriate
boundary conditions [27]. A double-iterative field maximum simulation method described elsewhere [27], [34] is
used to solve these equations and obtain the field and current density profiles. In the above mentioned simulation
method, the computation starts from the field maximum
near the metallurgical junction. The boundary conditions
for the electric field (ξ(x)) at the depletion layer edges are
given by
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  x1   0 and  x 2   0 .

(1)

Similarly the boundary conditions for normalized
difference of hole and electron current density,
P(x) = (Jp(x) – Jn(x)) / J0 (where J0 = Jp + Jn) at the depletion layer edges i.e., at x = -x1 and x = x2 are given by
 2


2 

P x1   
1 and P x 2   1 

Mp 
 Mn 



(2)

where Mn and Mp are the electron and hole multiplication
factors whose values are infinitely large of the order of
~106 under dark or un-illuminated condition of the device.

a particular frequency are computed from the following
expressions
G(  ) 

Z

ZR
R

2

 ZX 2



and B(  ) 

Z

Z X
R

2

 ZX 2

.

(4)

It may be noted that both G and B are normalized with
respect to the junction area Aj of the device. The admittance characteristics i.e., G(ω) versus B(ω) plots of the
device are obtained from the above analysis for different
bias current densities. The avalanche resonance frequency
fa at which the susceptance B changes its sign from positive
to negative i.e., from inductive to capacitive is also be
obtained from the admittance plots.

3.2 Proposed Model to Study the Optical
Control of Lateral DDR IMPATT Device

Fig. 2. One-dimensional model of DDR IMPATT device.

The magnitude of peak field at the junction ξp, the
widths of avalanche and drift zones (xA and xD; where
xD = dn + dp) and the voltage drops across these zones VA,
VD are obtained from the DC simulation program. These
values are fed back as input parameters in the small-signal
simulation to obtain the high frequency admittance properties of the device. The depletion layer edges of the device
are obtained from the output of DC simulation program.
The edges of the depletion layer are then taken as the
starting and end points of small-signal simulation program.
Two second order differential equations are framed from
Gummel-Blue model [35] by resolving the device impedance Z(x,ω) into its real part R(x,ω) and imaginary part
X(x,ω); where Z(x,ω) = R(x,ω) + jX(x,ω). Two simultaneous second order differential equations in R and X are numerically solved by using Runge-Kutta method [35]. Double-iteration over the initial choice of the values of R and X
at one edge is carried out till the boundary conditions for R
and X are satisfied at the other edge [35]. The negative
specific resistance R(x) and specific reactance X(x) profiles
in the depletion layer of the device are obtained from the
above solution. The device negative resistance ZR and reactance ZX are obtained from the numerical integration of
the respective R(x)- and X(x)-profiles over the depletion
layer width W, i.e.
x2

x2

x1

 x1

Z R   Rxdx and Z X   X x dx .

(3)

The device impedance is given by, ZD = ZR + jZX while the
device admittance is, YD = ZD-1 = G + jB. The negative
conductance G and positive susceptance B of the device at

The optical energy can be fed to the ring contact of
conventional vertical mesa structure of IMPATT device by
shining light through a controlled optical window on either
p+-layer (to generate electron dominated photocurrent) or
n+-layer (to generate hole dominated photocurrent) [13],
[14], [26], [27]. Although simple to describe, the method of
shining light on the top surface of the device is technologically complex. Further it is difficult to shine light through
the controlled optical window on the vertical structure of
DDR IMPATT device in the experimental set up described
in [9]. However light may easily be fed directly to the n- or
p-drift layers through tiny holes created on the SiO2-layer
in lateral structure of DDR IMPATTs as shown in Fig. 3
[29]. In this section studies will be presented on the optical
control of high frequency properties of DDR Si lateral
IMPATT device. The effect of variation of intensity of
optical illumination corresponding to different incident
photon flux densities on the optical control phenomena of
lateral device structure is also investigated. The device is
designed to operate at W-band around the window frequency of 94 GHz. An analytical relation between incident
photon flux and the normalized difference of electron and
hole photocurrent density at the depletion layer edges is
derived and incorporated in the simulation program to
study the above phenomena.
If the incident optical power be Pin watts and the
effective illumination area of the device be A, then the
surface density of photon flux Ф0 is given by
 0  Pin

1  R  
'

Ahc

(5)

where R’(λ) is the reflectance (R’ = (n2 – n1)/ (n2 + n1); n2 is
the refractive index of the semiconductor, n1 is the refractive index of air) of the semiconductor material at wavelength λ, h is Planck’s constant (h = 6.625×10-34 Js) and c
is the velocity of light in vacuum (c = 3×108 ms-1). In the
present analysis, the device thickness D (effectively n-well
depth) is assumed to be much larger than the light penetration depth (δ = 1/α where α is the absorption coefficient of
the semiconductor material) and the incident optical power
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is assumed to be completely absorbed within the active
layer. Under the above assumptions, the steady-state optical generation rate of carriers within the n- or p-drift layer
of lateral DDR IMPATT device is given by

 P  
G L'   int  in 
 WLD  hc 

(6)

where ηint is the internal quantum efficiency, W and L are
respectively the width and length of the hole created on
SiO2-layer to allow light to be incident directly on either
n- or p-drift layers. If light is incident on n-layer,
L = Wn = (|-x1| – x0). On the other hand if light is incident
on p-layer, then Wp = (x2 – x0). The electron and hole current multiplication factors at the n- and p-depletion layer
edges are given by
Mn 

J0
J lat

ns Total 

and M p 

J0
J lat

ps Total 

(7)

where Jlat ns/ps(Total) is the total electron/hole reverse
saturation current entering the lateral DDR IMPATT
structure of the device under optical illumination. The
electron and hole reverse saturation currents have two
components, (a) thermally generated saturation current and
(b) optically generated saturation current. Thus:
J lat

ns Total 

 J lat

 J lat

ns Th 

ns Opt 

and
J lat

ps Total 

 J lat

ps Th 

 J lat

(8)

layer directly on the n-drift layer of lateral DDR IMPATTs
is given by
J lat

ns Opt _ drift 

J lat

ps Opt _ drift 

x2
   P  
 q  G L' dx  q int  in W p .
x0
 WLD  hc 

(9)

where q is the unit electronic charge (q = 1.6×10-19 C).
Under dark condition, Jlat ns(Opt) = Jlat ps(Opt) = 0, so the magnitudes of current multiplication factors Mn and Mp are of
the order of ~106 [26].

(11)

Diffusion components of the photo current density in
both n+- and p+-layers can separately be determined by
solving one-dimensional ambipolar transport equation with
proper boundary conditions [37]. The electron and hole
diffusion components of the photo current density in n+and p+-layers are given by
J lat

ns Opt _ diff

'

  int  Pin  

 Ln
 WLD  hc 

  qG L Ln  q

and
J lat

ps Opt _ diff

'

(12)
  int  Pin  

L p
 WLD  hc 

  qG L L p  q

Total photocurrent density is the combination of drift
and diffusion components; i.e.
J lat

ns Opt 

 J lat

ns Opt _ drift 

 J lat

ns Opt _ diff



and

The expressions for thermally generated electron and hole
reverse saturation currents are given by:

(10)

Similarly, the drift component of the photocurrent density
due to light incident directly on the p-drift layer of the
device is given by

ps Opt 

 qD n 2 
 qD n 2 
p i

J ns Th    n i  and J ps Th   
 Lp ND 
 Ln N A 



x0
   P  
 q  G L' dx  q  int  in Wn .
 x1
 WLD  hc 

J lat

ps Opt 

 J lat

(13)

ps Opt _ drift 

 J lat

ps Opt _ diff



3.2.1 Light Incident on p-drift Layer
When light is shined on the p-drift layer of the lateral
DDR IMPATT device, the photocurrent density will be
electron dominated. Under this situation the electron and
hole multiplication factors in the n- and p-depletion layers
are given by
M n'' 

J lat

J0
nsTh  J lat

nsOpt

and M p 

J0
J lat

psTh

. (14)

In this case the value of Mn’’ is considerably reduced
(Mn’’ << 106) while Mp remains unchanged (~106). Therefore the boundary conditions for the normalized current
density at the depletion layer edges (equation (2)) are
modified as

2
P x1   1 and Px 2   1 

M n''

Fig. 3. Arrangement for optical illumination on (a) n-drift and
(b) p-drift layers of Lateral DDR IMPATT structure.

The drift component of the photocurrent density due
to light incident through tiny holes created on the SiO2-


.



(15)

When light in shined on the p-drift layer, equation (15) is
used as one of the boundary conditions in place of equation
(2) to solve the device equations involved in the program
and simulate the DC and high frequency properties of the
device.
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3.2.2 Light Incident on n-drift Layer
When light is shined on the n-drift layer of the lateral
DDR structure of Si IMPATT device, the photocurrent
density will be hole dominated. Under this situation the
electron and hole multiplication factors in the n- and pdepletion layers are given by
Mn 

J0
J lat

nsTh

and M p'' 

J lat

J0
psTh  J lat

psOpt

. (16)

In this case the value of Mp’’ is considerably reduced
(Mp’’ < 106) while Mn remains unchanged (~106). Thus the
boundary conditions for the normalized current density at
the depletion layer edges (equation (2)) are modified to
 2

P x1   
1 and P x 2   1 .
 M p'' 



(17)

Thus when light in shined on the n-drift layer, equation
(17) is used as one of the boundary conditions in place of
equation (2) for simulating the DC and high frequency
properties of the lateral DDR IMPATT device.

4. Results and Discussion
The effect of intensity of optical illumination with
varying surface density of photon flux on the mm-wave
properties of lateral DDR Si IMPATT device has been
studied. The modified boundary conditions for normalized
current density given in (15) or (17) corresponding to light
incident on p- and n-drift layers are incorporated into the
double-iterative simulation program to study the aforementioned properties of lateral structure of the device.
Similar study is carried out for the conventional vertical
structure of DDR Si IMPATT device under identical conditions by following the method reported earlier by the
authors [27], [28] for the sake of comparison.

4.1 Dependence of Electron and Hole Dominated Photocurrents on Surface Density
of Photon Flux
The bandgap of Si at 500 K is Eg = 1.0465 eV [38]
and the corresponding cut off wavelength is λg = 1.186 μm
(λg = hc/Eg). Thus incident light energy is absorbed in Si if
and only if the wavelength of light is less than or equal to
1.186 μm. This means that photons of wavelength equal to
or less than 1.186 μm are capable of generating electronhole pairs in Si. Further it may be noted that the absorption
coefficient (α m-1) of light in Si is strongly dependent on
wavelength as well as temperature [39], [40]. Electron and
hole dominated photocurrents at the p+p- and n+n-interfaces of lateral DDR IMPATT device are determined for
different surface densities of photon flux of wavelength
1000 nm (1.0 μm) which is close to the cut off wavelength
in Si at a junction temperature of 500 K. He-Ne laser
source with the arrangement of variation of intensity of

optical illumination may be used to illuminate the drift
layers of the device. Analytical relations are derived to
calculate electron and hole dominated photocurrents for
different values of surface density of photon flux for the
conventional vertical structure of 94 GHz DDR Si
IMPATTs by using the method reported in [27], [28] for
different surface densities of photon flux of 1000 nm
wavelength (Iver ns(Opt)/ps(Opt) = Jver ns(Opt)/ps(Opt) × Aj; where
junction area, Aj = π(Dj /2)2, junction diameter, Dj = 35 μm
at 94 GHz [41]). Also the electron and hole dominated
photocurrents are calculated for 94 GHz lateral DDR Si
IMPATTs by using the relation given in (13) for different
surface densities of photon flux of 1000 nm wavelength
(Ilat ns(Opt)/ps(Opt) = Jlat ns(Opt)/ps(Opt) × Aj’; where Aj’ = D × W,
n-well depth, D = 0.9 μm [42], width of the device,
W = 1.1 mm). The junction diameter of both vertical and
lateral
IMPATTs
are
taken
to
be
same
(Aj = Aj’= 9.6211 × 10-10 m2) for the sake of comparison.
Again the illumination area of the both lateral and vertical
structures of DDR Si IMPATT devices are kept same
(A = 3.3 × 10-10 m-2) to compare the effects of optical control in the lateral and vertical structures of 94 GHz DDR Si
IMPATT devices on the variation of intensity of optical
illumination and corresponding variation of surface densities of photon flux. The internal quantum efficiency (ηint)
of Si in the depletion region of DDR IMPATTs is taken to
be 95% [43]. The doping and structural parameters (Tab. 1)
of both lateral and vertical structures of DDR IMPATT
devices are taken to be same for the above study. The DC
and high frequency parameters of both lateral and vertical
DDR Si IMPATTs designed at 94 GHz for different surface densities of photon flux are obtained from the
simulation software developed for this purpose [27]. In the
following section, the simulation results for the effect of
optical illumination on the DC and high frequency performance of lateral Si DDR IMPATTs will be presented
compared with those of its vertical counterpart.

4.2 Effect of Optical Illumination on the DC
Properties
The DC parameters of the lateral and vertical
IMPATTs under dark (DR) and two illumination configurations (HDPC and EDPC: HDPC stands for hole dominated photocurrent and EDPC stands for electron dominated photocurrent) for different surface densities of
photon flux of wavelength 1000 nm are evaluated and
given in Tab. 2. Variations of breakdown voltage VB and
DC to RF Conversion Efficiency (η = π-1× (VD/VB)) of
lateral and vertical IMPATT structures with bias current
density J0 for DR, EDPC and HDPC conditions are shown
in Fig. 4 for different incident photon flux densities Φ0. It
is observed from Tab. 2 and Fig. 4 that the optical modulation of millimeter wave properties both lateral and vertical
structures of DDR Si IMPATTs are more pronounced for
electron dominated photocurrents than for hole dominated
photocurrents. The physical reason behind the phenomenon
of more pronounced effect of electron dominated photocurrent in optically illuminated vertical structure of DDR Si
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IMPATT device is explained in earlier papers [26-28].
Further it is interesting to note that significant optical
modulation takes place in lateral DDR IMPATTs than in
its vertical counterpart for both electron and hole
dominated photocurrents. When the photocurrent is electron dominated and incident photon flux density is
1.0×1026 m-2sec-1 at 1000 nm wavelength, the peak electric
field ξp, breakdown voltage VB and efficiency η of lateral
DDR IMPATT structure are reduced by 1.5%, 2.3% and
16.7% respectively at a bias current density of
3.0×108 Amp/m2. The above mentioned parameters i.e., ξp,
VB and η of vertical DDR structure are reduced by 0.7%,
1.5% and 9.5% respectively under identical situation. This
shows that better optical control is achieved in lateral DDR
IMPATTs as compared to that in its vertical counterpart as
regards the DC properties of the device.
Optical Illumination
Conditions

Ф0(λ)
(m-2 sec-1)
(λ = 1000 nm)

Dark (DR)
Hole dominated photo
current (HDPC)
Electron dominated photo
current (EDPC)

0
1025
1026
1025
1026
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4.3 Effect of Optical Illumination on the High
Frequency Properties
The small-signal admittance and negative resistance
of lateral and vertical IMPATT structures under dark (DR)
and two illumination configurations (HDPC and EDPC)
are simulated for different surface densities of photon flux
of wavelength 1000 nm. The results are given in Tab. 3. It
is observed from Tab. 3 that the small-signal parameters of
lateral structure of DDR Si IMPATT device are more affected than that of its vertical counterpart by both electron
and hole dominated photocurrents. It was reported earlier
[19-28] that the small-signal parameters of vertical structure are affected more by electron dominated photocurrent
than by hole dominated photocurrent. Tab. 3 shows that the
electron dominated photocurrent due to optical illumination

LATERAL IMPATT
(J0 = 3.0×108 A m-2)
VB
ξp
(×107 V m-1)
(V)
6.3168
21.55
6.2906
21.46
6.2656
21.35
6.2325
21.32
6.2207
21.05

VERTICAL IMPATT
(J0 = 3.0×108 A m-2)
VB
ξp
η (%)
(×107 V m-1)
(V)
6.3168
21.55
9.62
6.3078
21.51
9.49
6.2889
21.39
9.31
6.2928
21.47
9.14
6.2709
21.22
8.71

η (%)
9.62
9.35
9.11
8.73
8.01

Tab. 2. DC parameters of lateral and vertical DDR Si IMPATTs under dark and two illumination configurations for different photon flux
densities.
Optical
Illumination
Conditions

Ф0(λ)
(m-2 sec-1)
(λ = 1000
nm)

fp
(GHz)

DR
HDPC

0
1025
1026
1025
1026

93.00
93.44
93.90
93.99
95.20

EDPC

LATERAL IMPATT
(J0 = 3.0×108 Amp/m2)
ZR
Gp
Qp
(×107
=(-Bp/Gp)
(×10-8
-2
Sm )
Ω m2)
-6.5594
1.69
-0.3954
-6.5017
1.72
-0.3886
-6.4531
1.74
-0.3848
-6.3864
1.75
-0.3854
-6.2519
1.78
-0.3837

PRF
(mW)

fp
(GHz)

598.4
579.1
561.4
537.2
486.7

93.00
93.15
93.50
93.29
93.77

VERTICAL IMPATT
(J0 = 3.0×108 Amp/m2)
ZR
Gp
Qp
(×107
=(-Bp/Gp)
(×10-8
-2
Sm )
Ω m2)
-6.5594
1.69
-0.3954
-6.5298
1.70
-0.3937
-6.5085
1.72
-0.3881
-6.4671
1.72
-0.3906
-6.4165
1.74
-0.3870

PRF
(mW)
598.4
589.2
574.8
566.4
533.5

Tab. 3. High frequency parameters of lateral and vertical DDR Si IMPATTs under dark and two illumination configurations for different
surface densities of photon flux.

Fig. 4. Variations of breakdown voltage and DC to RF conversion efficiency with bias current density at different incident surface densities of
photon flux due to (a) hole dominated and (b) electron dominated photo currents in lateral and vertical DDR Si IMPATTs
(λ = 1000 nm, α = 1.5×104 m-1, n2 = 3.49713).
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on the vertical structure of DDR IMPATT device (incident
surface density of photon flux of 1.0×1026 m-2sec-1 at
1000 nm wavelength) reduces the RF power output
(PRF = η × PDC; where PDC = VB × J0 × Aj) by 10.9% and
shifts the peak optimum frequency fp up by 0.75% at the
optimum bias current density of 3.0×108 Am-2.The reduction of PRF and upward shift of fp due to electron dominated
photocurrent in the corresponding lateral structure are
obtained as 18.7% and 2.48% respectively at the same bias
current density.
The admittance characteristics of both lateral and
vertical IMPATTs under dark (DR) and two illumination
configurations (HDPC and EDPC) are shown in Fig. 5 for
different surface densities of photon flux of wavelength
1000 nm. It is clear from both Tab. 3 and Fig. 5 that the
reduction of the magnitude of negative conductance is

more by electron dominated photo current than by hole
dominated photo current. Further it is observed that the
effects of optical illumination on the admittance plots
(Fig. 5) as well as negative resistivity profiles (Fig. 6) are
more pronounced in lateral structure of DDR IMPATTs
than in its vertical counterpart. Maximum decrement of the
magnitude of negative resistivity for lateral IMPATT
structure is nearly 3.0% whereas the same for the vertical
structure is only 2.1%. From Tab. 3 and Fig. 5 it is observed that the upward frequency chirp in lateral IMPATT
structure is 2.2 GHz due to optical illumination on the
p-drift layer (incident photon flux of 1.0×1026 m-2sec-1 of
1000 nm wavelength) when the photocurrent is electron
dominated. The magnitude of upward frequency shift is
much lower (770 MHz) in optically illuminated vertical
IMPATT structure generating electron dominated photocur

Fig. 5. Effect of (a) hole dominated and (b) electron dominated photo-currents on the admittance characteristics of the Si based lateral and
vertical DDR IMPATTs (λ = 1000 nm, α = 1.5×104 m-1, n2 = 3.49713).

Fig. 6. Effect of (a) hole dominated and (b) electron dominated photo-currents on the negative resistivity profiles of the Si based lateral and
vertical DDR IMPATTs (λ = 1000 nm, α = 1.5×104 m-1, n2 = 3.49713).
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Fig. 7. Variations of (a) RF power output and (a) peak optimum frequency with bias current density at different incident surface densities of
photon flux due to hole dominated photo current in lateral and vertical DDR Si IMPATTs (λ = 1000 nm, α = 1.5×104 m-1,
n2 = 3.49713).

Fig. 8. Variations of (a) RF power output and (a) peak optimum frequency with bias current density at different incident surface densities of
photon flux due to electron dominated photo current in lateral and vertical Si DDR IMPATTs (λ = 1000 nm, α = 1.5×104 m-1,
n2 = 3.49713).

rent due to light incident on p+-layer with same photon flux
density and same bias current density.The variations of RF
power output PRF and optimum frequency fp with bias current density are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively for
different photon flux densities of wavelength 1000 nm
incident on lateral and vertical IMPATT structures. It is
evident from the figures that the optical control is more
effective in the lateral structure of DDR IMPATT device
than in its vertical counterpart as regards both RF power
and optimum frequency.

4.4 Comparison with Experimental Results
Experimental results of optically illuminated vertical
SDR structure of Si IMPATTs show that the electron
dominated photocurrent is more important than the hole
dominated photocurrent in modulating the DC & RF prop-

erties of the device [14]. Simulation results presented in
this paper for optically illuminated vertical DDR structure
of Si IMPATTs show similar behavior as that observed
experimentally in case of vertical structure of SDR Si
IMPATTs. The frequency tuning of IMPATT oscillators
has also been experimentally demonstrated up to W-band
by Seeds et al. [18]. They observed a frequency tuning of
9.4 MHz for an IMPATT oscillator operating at 91.83 GHz
in which the photocurrent was measured to be 20 μA. The
simulation study presented in this paper shows that a frequency tuning in the range of 770 MHz is possible for
an optically illuminated 94 GHz vertical structure of DDR
Si IMPATT oscillator. Since the experimental report on the
optical modulation of Si based lateral DDR Si IMPATT
device at 94 GHz is not available in the published literatures, the simulation results presented in this paper can’t be
compared with the experimental results.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper the effect of optical illumination on the
DC and high frequency properties of 94 GHz lateral structure of DDR IMPATT device is investigated. The optical
modulation of DC and RF properties of lateral DDR
IMPATT device is studied by a simulation technique which
incorporates the dependence of normalized difference of
photocurrent density at the depletion layer edges on the
intensity of optical illumination and surface density photon
flux. The simulation results are compared with those of
a conventional vertical structure of DDR Si IMPATT
device under similar optical and electrical operating conditions. The results clearly establish that the optical control
phenomenon is more effective and important in lateral
DDR IMPATT device than in its vertical counterpart. The
doping and structural parameters of lateral DDR structure
of Si IMPATT device designed to operate at 94 GHz window are presented in this paper. These data will be highly
useful to the experimentalist to fabricate the device and
realize better optical control of the oscillator performance
in mm-wave communication systems, optoelectronic integrated circuits and phased array antennas.
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